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FRONTRUNNERS
25 YOUNG
DESIGNERS
LEADING
THE PACK
Who is the future of design? Here are the individuals
and teams whose work stands out for its originality, clarity
and purpose. Our selection was made more complex
by the abundance of youthful ingenuity all over the world.
That said, “young” is relative. Ranging in age from 26 to
40, our picks are at various stages in their careers: in school,
just taking off, or on the brink of international acclaim.
We’re spotlighting emerging designers who will soon be
on everyone’s radar as they reinvent their professions,
bring in new tools, re-evaluate old connections, pare down,
gear up, and lead the movements that will transform
our surroundings
By Ellen Himelfarb, Tim McKeough, David Sokol, Laura Traldi and Mimi Zeiger.
Edited by Elizabeth Pagliacolo
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Emily Pilloton, 28
North Carolina
Architect of change
An architect who tired of agonizing over doorknob
choices, Emily Pilloton has become a socially
conscious trailblazer. “I really wanted to push the
humanitarian dialogue,” she says. “Designers
talk a lot about green materials but not about the
human elements of sustainability.” To change all
that, the San Francisco native founded the non-profit
Project H Design in 2008; its 300-plus volunteers
make up nine loosely knit chapters in North America,
the U.K. and South Africa. The designers have
focused on everything from redesigning the Hippo
Roller (a barrel used for transporting water in Africa)
to building Learning Landscapes (where math
is taught in school playgrounds made from reclaimed
automobile tires) in Uganda, the Dominican
Republic and North Carolina. In true populist fashion,
Pilloton has also authored Design Revolution, a
book that pays homage to products that empower
people. PROJECTHDESIGN.ORG
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Matthias Hollwich, 38
Marc Kushner, 32
New York
Futur-tects
When they’re not envisioning wholly futuristic buildings, HWKN principals Matthias
Hollwich and Marc Kushner are pioneering a digital community for architects working
in the here and now. The New York firm’s built and conceptual work – a temporary
roof garden for BMW; polished interiors like the all-white Wall Unitizer; and experimental
half building/half tree skyscrapers – isn’t easily categorized, but its social networking
website for architects certainly is. This past fall, Hollwich and Kushner (with Benjamin
Prosky and creative agency Kreativekonzeption Berlin) launched Architzer.com,
which allows users to create profiles and post projects. The platform addresses the
problems the pair faced when they founded HWKN in 2006: namely, building exposure
and community by raising the visibility of emerging practitioners. Or, as Kushner jokes,
“The site’s a mirror of your true ambition.” HWKN.COM
MZ
MARCH/APRIL 2010 AZURE
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Karine Corbeil, 29
Stéphane Halmaï-Voisard, 29
Montreal
Practical jokers
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Jin Woo Han, 27
New York
Product pragmatist
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Karine Corbeil and Stéphane Halmaï-Voisard, the duo better know as Rita, use
high-octane graphic treatments to inject tongue-in-cheek references into their
designs. These include everything from a T-shirt stencilled with a gun holster to
giant evergreen air fresheners that kids “planted” at the International Garden
Festival in Quebec’s Jardins de Métis. One of their recent products, a beanbag
chair shaped like a soccer ball and stuffed with shredded yellow penalty cards,
also manifests this combination of smart product design and deeper-than-skin
graphics – a duality integral to their philosophy. “It no longer makes sense to
talk about separate disciplines. The product would lose its meaning without the
graphics,” says Halmaï-Voisard, currently pursuing a masters of design at the
École cantonale d’art de Lausanne. (His visiting profs are such virtuosos as Pierre
Charpin, Martí Guixé and the Campana brothers). Halmaï-Voisard and Corbeil’s
unique take on design reveals their sense of humour and, especially, their capacity
to laugh at themselves. RITARITARITA.CA

Whether he’s tweaking existing ideas to maximize
their utility or inventing new devices to solve persistent problems, Jin Woo Han’s work bears the stamp
of his no-frills, user-first approach. His ingenuity
can be observed in his people-focused designs, such
as an exercise bike that uses pedal power to run its
built-in fan, and an obstacle-sensing wand for the
blind that’s much smarter and more compact than a
cane. He has also fine-tuned household tools,
proposing a mini-turbine that converts the pressure
of running water into electricity, and a sophisticated
series of electronics with a Muji-like simplicity.
“My focus is on providing simple and effective solutions to unmet needs,” says the Korean-born
Domus Academy alumnus. Styling and decoration
are clearly anathema to him: “I want to get rid of
what is useless and focus on feasibility.” His ethic
was noted by Yves Béhar, who hired Woo Han in
January for Fuseproject’s New York office, where his
imaginative problem-solving ability should thrive.
JINWOOHAN.COM
LT
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Sanna Annukka, 27
Helsinki
Pattern folklorist
It takes a massive jolt of creativity to stand out
when designing for Marimekko, the vibrant, forwardthinking Finnish textile manufacturer. Sanna
Annukka’s large-scale imagery and psychedelic
palette resonate beyond their specific Nordic
language, corralling beautifully untamed aspects of
the natural world. While the bold graphics of the
’60s and ’70s may help to account for her samplerlike figures and gemstone hues, Annukka’s
influences reach much farther back than bell-bottoms.
Childhood summers spent in the village of Paltaniemi
exposed her to indigenous folklore, fuelling her
choice of subject matter, from the totemic figures of
her Marks & Spencer Swiss Biscuit tin to her album
cover work for rock band Keane. But she’s best
known for the animal and sunburst patterns she
created for Marimekko’s spring/summer 2009
collection. They depict scenes from the epic poem
Kalevala, a story that, like Annukka’s work, plays
up both the local and the universal, explaining the
origins of Finnish national identity while doubling
as a creation myth. SANNA-ANNUKKA.COM
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Robert Kastelic, 39
Toronto
New formalists
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Canadian architecture isn’t exactly world renowned for its sense of adventure.
Looking for alternatives to the typical stacked-volume Modernism, Toronto firm
AKB is creating surprising forms that pay homage to their geographical settings
yet strike aggressive stances in opposition to conventional residential design.
Case in point: the firm’s Hillside House, striated like the surrounding Oak Ridges
Moraine, appears to be an extension of its environment, with walls that take
the form of angular ramps, smoothing the building’s transition into the earth. Or
Maison Glissade, in Ontario’s ski country, where the entire second storey of a
gabled house has been shifted sideways so it dramatically cantilevers out from
the ground floor. Founders Kelly Buffey and Robert Kastelic have a simple way
of describing their spare yet thoughtful creations: “Each project is like a haiku,”
says Kastelic. “There’s a very limited vocabulary, but the concept still resonates
without the usual adjectives and frills.” AKB.CA
TM

Makoto Tojiki, 34
Tokyo
Light maverick
Japanese lighting designer Makoto Tojiki is quickly
becoming the Ingo Maurer of his generation.
Constantly experimenting with technology, he is
much more interested in making illuminated magic
than functional light fixtures. His Archimedes’
Dream lamp glows with an even, ghostly blue, thanks
to organic LEDs; and his Man with No Shadow is
a life-sized light sculpture of a standing figure built
from hundreds of LEDs strung on vertical wires.
While some of his inventions are awaiting patents
and none are in mass production, that’s secondary
to Tojiki’s main goal. “I want to cause doubt in
people’s preconceptions about light,” he says.
MAKOTOTOJIKI.COM
TM
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Pieke Bergmans, 32
Amsterdam
Iconoglast

E

Though she often works with such bourgeois materials as crystal and ceramic, Pieke
Bergmans breaks all the rules. Her shape-shifting pieces create an unusual dynamic
through interaction with existing objects. For her Crystal Virus series, made at Royal
Leerdam Crystal, she placed mouth-blown vases on furniture and objects while they
were still dangerously hot; the glassy parasites took their final shapes by slumping over
the host and assuming some of its texture, while also leaving indelible burn marks in
their wake. “Their forms are very much connected to the making process,” says Droog
co-founder and director Renny Ramakers, who showed 30 of these vases colonizing
a wooden table during Salone del Mobile 2008 in Milan, and again at Design Miami this
past December. Ramakers adds that the charcoal scars, “usually considered a negative
element, in this case make the table very lovely.” With Crystal Virus, Bergmans has
upturned the traditional notion of beauty, just as she has rejected the aesthetic standards
of traditional craft. PIEKEBERGMANS.COM
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Rick Landers, 33
Colleen Miller, 32
New York
Neo-graphicists
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Appealing to a media-savvy audience, the words and pictures of Rick Landers and
Colleen Miller reference classic graphic design and pop culture (à la Saul Bass),
yet feel fresh and clever. When Landers was a graduate student at the School of
Visual Arts in New York, his teacher Steven Heller hand-picked him to create a
cover for The New York Times Book Review. This auspicious beginning (“I was both
on top of the world and completely nervous,” recalls Landers) has progressed
into a dream career. In 2006, he founded the studio Landers Miller Design with
his wife, web designer Colleen Miller, and they’ve since collaborated with Heller
on many of his iconic instructional books, branding their themes with imagery and
typography that, like Heller’s manifestos, work as effective teaching tools. For
example, the duo’s illustration of a five-fingered Swiss Army knife, for The Design
Entrepreneur, efficiently sums up the chapter heading “The ‘I Can Do It All’
Generation.” LANDERSMILLER.COM
MZ

A house you can walk all over, a church in a folded shell: with humble materials
and in tough contexts, Juan Pablo Corvalán and Gabriel Vergara of Chile’s
Supersudaka create humanistic architecture tailored to its surroundings. “We
steer away from uniformity, and believe in the social and cultural value of
cross-bred outputs,” says Corvalán. While designing the Kiltro House in Talca,
the firm contended with the site’s extreme climate and topography as well as
the unexpected buildings that rose around it. Informed as much by the white box
on pilotis as by wooden skateboarding ramps, their solution is a raised glass
volume wrapped in a cypress wood envelope and surrounded by ramps. These
encircle the building, leading up to a subtly wavy roof – enabling indoor-outdoor
living and an unobstructed panorama. For Church (ita), also in Talca, says Corvalán,
“We needed to protect the church from stone-throwing youths without turning
it into a bunker.” The result is a covered plaza, rather than a closed volume, characterized by a buckled roof clad in a protective ceramic mosaic; with its triangular
plates, it recalls the Holy Trinity but is otherwise formally subversive.
SUPERSUDAKA.CL
LT
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Juan Pablo Corvalán, 36
Gabriel Vergara, 28
Talca, Chile
Out-of-the-glass-boxers
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Talk about getting down and dirty. To create their soulful products, Atelier NL’s
Nadine Sterk and Lonny van Ryswyck develop machines that use the most basic
of raw materials. They spent two years analyzing and classifying the different
soils of the North East Polder in the Netherlands, a land reclaimed from sea water
in the ’40s, and then used them to create tableware. “The idea is that you eat
food from your land in a bowl made of that very land,” says Sterk, who earned
early praise for her graduation project, Sleeping Beauty, a hanging lamp whose
shade is slowly knitted by a clamped-on loom. Despite appearances, there is no
political manifesto behind the studio’s back-to-nature projects: “We simply want
people to rediscover their roots in a world that is fast abandoning all interest in
its past.” To this end, they developed the Clay Machine, outfitted with scrap
objects – a coffee grinder, a strainer, a hand drill and others – that accepts soil,
then grinds, sieves, waters and cooks it to create tiny tiles whose colour and
texture depend on the soil type. ATELIERNL.COM
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Nadine Sterk, 32
Lonny van Ryswyck, 31
Eindhoven, the Netherlands
Transfarmers

PHOTO, ICE-FERN, BY METTE RAMSGAARD THOMSEN
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Aurélie Mossé, 26
London and
Copenhagen
Textile evolutionist
In the future, we might be able to harness power
from our wallpaper. If so, we’d have Aurélie Mossé
to thank. One of the co-founders of London’s
experimental Puff & Flock, the French-born Mossé
develops electroactive polymers: light- and motionsensitive materials that can make interiors (and
cars, even hospitals) smarter. At London’s Central
Saint Martins in 2007, she developed the technologically and aesthetically stunning Constellation, a
Philips-funded solar-powered wallpaper with cutout flaps that sway with each power surge. “What’s
most exciting,” Mossé says, “is to see the constant
interest in it – even from everyday people.” She’s
now exploring energy-harvesting and self-actuating
textiles (with Guggi Kofod) as a Ph.D. student at the
Center for Information Technology and Architecture
in Copenhagen, while winning competitions – such as
a Création Baumann–sponsored contest for which
she and CITA created Ice-fern, a partition-sculpture.
AURELIEMOSSE.COM
EH
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Jorre van Ast, 30
London
Product reinventor
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In the spirit of Achille Castiglioni, Dutch designer
Jorre van Ast goes back to the basics: making everyday, utilitarian objects more sophisticated and
beautiful by expanding and exalting their functionality.
“What I like to do is start with a mechanical or
geometric principle and really try to push that as far
as possible,” he says. His Clampology line elevates
small clamps to “little helpers” that support dishtowels, candles or books. Jar Tops, polypropylene
designs he created for Royal VKB, transform common glass jars into water jugs, sugar sprinklers and
more. While pursuing his own work from his London
perch, van Ast also oversees the creative direction
of Arco, the sober-lined furniture manufacturer
his family owns in Winterswijk, the Netherlands. This
ambidexterity is helping him redefine his dynasty:
Clampology has led to the Nomad Table (with its
screwed-in legs) for Arco, a clever design that sees
van Ast taking on the challenge of making his family
company’s products more diverse and provocative.
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JORREVANAST.COM
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Janette Kim, 34
Kate Orff, 38
New York
Urbanscapers
In 2006, landscape architect Kate Orff and architect
Janette Kim founded Columbia University’s Urban
Landscape Lab, a think tank that stands out for its
interdisciplinary, research-focused approach to
demystifying urban flora and fauna. While the scholarly setting allows ULL to push academic boundaries,
the real world is where it’s making a difference,
by revealing the city as a complex ecosystem overflowing with life. For example, its recent Safari 7
project (with graphic designer Glen Cummings) is
a self-guided podcast tour that educates New Yorkers
about the plants and animals along the number 7
subway line, connecting them with their habitat. Orff’s
landscape architecture firm, SCAPE, is one of four
teams participating in Rising Currents: Projects for
New York’s Waterfront, on view at MoMA in March.
True to ULL’s vision, the proposal examines how cultivating oysters, eelgrass and mussels can restore
the water quality in New York Harbor (see “Against
the Tide,” page 52). URBANLANDSCAPELAB.ORG
MZ
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Jeremy Hatch, 35
Madison, Wisconsin
Porcelain pusher
Both the massive scale and the incredible intricacy
of Jeremy Hatch’s porcelain pieces stretch our
understanding of the possibilities of the delicate
material. While few artists owe their inspiration
to the Boy Scouts, the Vancouver native began his
career casting old Scout projects – tables, bridges,
lean-tos – entirely in porcelain. The rose-coloured
moments of childhood imagery are forever petrified
in such works as his Tree House and Still swing set.
Impressively life-sized, the installations require a
huge workspace and oversized kilns, and are shipped
like fragile dinosaur bones to exhibition spaces
around North America. Currently a lecturer at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison, Hatch has established a website, Ricochet Studio, to sell his smaller
limited edition designs, while his boundary-busting
installation work keeps expanding. “The last piece
was 2.4 metres long. That’s the limit – that’s how
big the kiln is.” JEREMYHATCH.CA
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Rogier Martens, 32
Floris Schoonderbeek, 31
Dick van Hoff, 38
Arnhem, the Netherlands
Dream team

Consolidating their sharply executed, distinctly Dutch creations under one umbrella,
Floris Schoonderbeek, Dick van Hoff and Rogier Martens set up the Weltevree
label in 2007. The three designers had already established themselves individually
as keen design observers who reinterpret classic typologies, as in van Hoff’s
Stonestove, an iconic form made modern; and Schoonderbeek’s Dutchtub, a
giant cauldron hooked up to a fire basket. But as a trio they could streamline
their production and marketing, supplying their products directly to end-users
with a manufacturing-distribution model as tailored as their creations. Their
updated repertoire includes the Axechair, which combines a delicate cast aluminum
seat with axe handle legs made by legendary manufacturer Gränsfors Bruks;
Tilestove, clad in glazed ceramics and produced in collaboration with Royal Tichelaar
Makkum; and the Elementstair, a modular assembly that reimagines the staircase as a piece of furniture and a consumer product. WELTEVREE.INFO
EP

Rowan Mersh, 27
London
Avant-sartorialist
Since his remarkable debut in 2005 with his Royal College of Art graduation
project (a wearable sculpture that won the first Mercury Art Prize and was
snapped up by London’s V&A Museum), textile visionary Rowan Mersh has
blurred the line between fashion and art. For Mersh, fabric is not the medium
but the message: he animates knit jerseys and Lycras, embedding them with
vinyl records, foam balls, and toothpicks (5,000, in one case). His insatiable
curiosity has led him to stretch the limits of textiles, creating new structural
and architectural applications with his Future Landscapes project. Part
Dr. Seuss, part Gareth Pugh (Mersh’s equally brazen peer), his couture is
nonetheless chic and graceful. “I’m drawn to mathematical patterns and
repetition,” he says, “but it’s the little mistakes – a missed stitch – that make
my creations more than just meticulously measured objects.” Last winter,
he exhibited new sculptures and canvases at London’s Electric Blue Gallery,
alongside Damien Hirst, and will soon debut his latest line of fabric jewellery
and ruffs. ROWANMERSH.COM
EH
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Jared Schiffman, 33
Phillip Tiongson, 35
New York
Digi-experientialists
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Defined broadly, interaction designers come up with more intuitive interfaces
for everything from information kiosks to smart phone screens. Taking it to a
whole new level, Jared Schiffman and Phillip Tiongson of New York’s Potion
develop data-rich experiences that go beyond information-centric solutions. With
an emphasis on dynamic social and narrative exchanges, their projects sometimes deal with difficult subjects. In an exhibition at the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C., genocide witnesses and perpetrators
told their compelling stories on 15 flat screens suspended from the ceiling. But
Potion also knows how to deliver delight: at the Manhattan wine bar Clo, digital
projections beam a wine list onto the bar top so patrons can navigate collectively,
creating a more visual, engaging layer to the ritual of wining and dining.
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Her name connotes conceit, but Faye Toogood is
practically worshipped by London’s design elite for
her irrepressibly imaginative way with spaces.
A one-time World of Interiors stylist, she launched
Studio Toogood in 2008, pursuing the threedimensional world of interiors, events and retail
display (not just any retail, either: Liberty, Selfridges
and Habitat). She typically uses such uncommon
elements as giant chrome orbs, stacks of furnituresized boxes and bushels of corn. Last year, she
decorated Tom Dixon’s first London showroom with
upended orange stools, and wowed the London
Design Festival with her egg-themed pop-up café,
the Hatch – a po-mo accumulation of volumes
treated to a Hockney-esque riot of colour. Watch for
more interior work from Toogood in 2010, including
the home of Rug Company co-founder Suzanne Sharp.
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Faye Toogood, 33
London
Space imagineer

STUDIOTOOGOOD.COM
EH
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Junya Ishigami, 36
Tokyo
Poet modernist
Japanese designers are readily known as masters of simplicity, but Junya Ishigami,
who worked at SANAA before striking out on his own, takes the concept to
the extreme. The architect designed a workshop at the Kanagawa Institute of
Technology where more than 300 slender steel columns are placed, seemingly at
random, within a plain glass box to create flexible spaces without the constraints of
walls. Even more fascinating was his contribution to the 2008 Venice Architecture
Biennale. Delicate glass greenhouses filled with plants were the starting point for
his greater vision, drawn in pencil on the walls of the main pavilion. It included a
forest city, a garden city and a pond city, as well as slightly more plausible sketches
of one-off “plant buildings” – in other words, an ethereal architecture teeming
(and teaming) with nature. True to his mysterious otherworldliness, Ishigami is
tight lipped about future projects, but no doubt they’ll continue to appeal to our
senses and sensibilities. JNYI.JP
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Jeroen Dellensen, 37
Jaspar Jansen, 40
Duivendrecht, the Netherlands
Superior interiorists
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For the past 10 years, i29 has been building a minimalist, modern portfolio with a
playfulness that is tailored to each project in surprising ways. Many of the Dutch
firm’s interiors employ large-scale graphic moves: for a public school interior in
Almere, i29 treated surfaces and furniture like overgrown Lego pieces, while the
temporary office it created for design firm Gummo features second-hand furniture
coated in gunmetal grey paint. When principals Jeroen Dellensen and Jaspar
Jansen aren’t using colour to dramatic effect, they achieve similar results with
patterns and materials. A just-completed house, for example, is anchored by a
laser-cut kitchen partition that resembles tree branches (and provides hand grips
for the cabinetry). Another home features a wall of foliage chosen, Dellensen
says, “for its contrast with the simply detailed bedroom and bathroom. Our work
lies in the area between telling a story and creating a composition of harmony
and contrasts.” I29.NL
DS

Enrico Fratesi, 31
Stine Gam, 34
Copenhagen
Furniture shakers
Enrico Fratesi and Stine Gam create new forms by
nurturing the unexpected: the traditional detail that
pops up in a contemporary piece, the alien element in
a seemingly super-logical structure. From their debut
on the design scene with the Lace Chair (featuring
embroidery sandwiched inside its polycarbonate
backrest) to their Cartoon seat (a chair for Swedese
with a generous backrest and four mismatched
upholstery buttons), the Italian-Danish duo has drawn
inspiration from making opposites coexist harmoniously. “In design, as much as in life, real beauty lies
in the capacity to integrate differences while allowing
them to thrive,” says Fratesi. Their aim: “To focus on
quality, and on the innovative character of projects,
by maintaining a strong link with the workshop: this
is where we experiment with forms and materials;
this is where it all happens.” GAMFRATESI.COM
LT
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Philippe Malouin, 27
London
Original thingker
The embedded humour in Philippe Malouin’s work
underlines his original thought process: a stool’s
four ink-filled legs become ballpoint pens writ large;
the polyurethane panels of a lounge chair unfold to
form a guest bed with privacy tent; an inflatable
table seats 10 and packs into a duffel bag. The growing
portfolio of the Montreal-born, London-based
designer melds the delight and cool, masculine aesthetic of former employers Tjep and Tom Dixon
with newfangled concepts uniquely his own. “I don’t
believe there is a linear method to design,” says the
Design Academy Eindhoven grad. “It all boils down
to experimentation with manufacturing processes,
materials and form. The steps change and influence
one another, and when they are cleverly combined
it is possible to create something new.”

Moritz
Waldemeyer, 36
London
Mechatronics pro
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Catching a glimpse of him at Design Miami – dressed
in a Fendi suit and surrounded by the likes of Tom
Dixon and Greg Lynn – you’d scarcely guess that
Moritz Waldemeyer is a science geek from the
former East Germany, trained in mechatronics at
King’s College London. He contrives entirely new
systems in order to project dancing LED images,
messages, and interactive multimedia effects
onto the unexpected – such as electronic fashion by
Hussein Chalayan, and table lamps by Philippe
Starck. For the latter, he embedded artist Jenny
Holzer’s text onto the Hooo!!! and Haaa!!! fixtures,
which required him to create his most sophisticated
piece of circuitry to date. His light shows for Rihanna
and U2 imbue their concerts with magic. “I take a
playful approach to most things I do,” he says. “It’s
all just part of the game.” At Design Miami, he and
Fendi outfitted rock band OK Go with laser-projecting
guitars that interacted with the music to project
dazzling ephemeral patterns onto a movie screen.
In true rock parlance, Waldemeyer is “loving every
minute of it.” WALDEMEYER.COM

Take the mechanical dynamism of Thomas Heatherwick, add the intricate
organicism of Aranda\Lasch, and you have a pretty good idea of newcomer Marc
Fornes’s vision. Founding principal of the Brooklyn studio TheVeryMany, he
recently created the nEdg project for Galerie Roger Tator in Lyon, France. The
complex three-dimensional surface consists of 2,796 unique computer-generated
pieces of gold-coloured anodized aluminum, all of which are CNC cut and labelled
to fit together like a puzzle; the piece undulates from floor to ceiling and stretches
from wall to wall. Working with Rhino software, Fornes writes programs to generate
a specific solution for each of his experimental projects, such as Modoid, with its
48 conjoined foam pieces resembling giant bones. For Fornes, these mind-bending,
materially strange installations are simply about proving that non-standard
architecture (also championed by his sometime collaborator François Roche)
can be achieved by maximizing the shapes of its custom components. “It’s
never an art installation,” he says. “It’s always some kind of proof of concept.”
THEVERYMANY.NET
TM
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